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Acknowledgement of Country

From the past, to today, and for
forever into the future: these are the
Lands of the Traditional Owners.
Always have been, always will be.

Disclaimer and Compliance Statements

This presentation is in summary form and is not necessarily complete. It should be read together with the Company’s other
announcements lodged with the Australian Securities Exchange, which are available at www.asx.com.au.
This presentation contains information that is based on projected and/or estimated expectations, assumptions or outcomes.
Forward looking statements are subject to a range of risk factors.
OZ Minerals cautions against reliance on any forward-looking statements, particularly in light of levels of demand and market prices,
the ability to produce and transport products profitably, the impact of foreign currency exchange rates on market prices and
operating costs, operational problems, political uncertainty and economic conditions in relevant areas of the world, the actions of
competitors, activities by governmental authorities such as changes in taxation or regulation.
While OZ Minerals has prepared this information based on its current knowledge and understanding and in good faith, there are
risks and uncertainties involved which could cause results to differ from projections. OZ Minerals will not be liable for the
correctness and/or accuracy of the information, nor any differences between the information provided and actual outcomes, and
reserves the right to change its projections from time to time.
OZ Minerals undertakes no obligation to update any forward-looking statement to reflect events or circumstances after the date of
this presentation, subject to disclosure obligations under the applicable law and ASX listing rules.

OZ Minerals
A Modern Mining Company Strategy

OZ Minerals
Company Snapshot

Our future world – CSIRO snapshot of Megatrends

Megatrends are
significant shifts in the
environmental,
economic and social
conditions that will
have an impact on our
lives and the way we
do business.
Our Future World – CSIRO July, 2022

How are these themes influencing Innovation in mining
The Challenge
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Decarbonisation and Greener
processes
• Low emissions production
• Adapting to renewable
energy supply
• Lower footprint operations
• Responsible metals demand
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Digital and Automation
capability
• Data for intelligent decision
making, improving
efficiency, effectiveness
and safety.
• Remote Operations
• Simulation

3

Geopolitics and a changing
world
• On site metals production
• Critical minerals

Our challenges/supporting innovation
Explore options and use cases
along the Hydrogen supply
chain for decarbonisation
opportunities

Finalists awarded and scope
developed for a simulation of
an electrified mine use case
via Walawaru at Prominent
Hill

Identify the building blocks for
a modern mine where only
valuable metals leave site

finalists with mix across in-situ
leaching, flotation, biomining,
ore sorting, AMD and
hydrometallurgy to minimise
waste and water in mining

Develop a simulation model to
understand how a flexible
modern mine responds to
system shocks and variability

Internal challenge to capture
ideas and uplift innovation
capability

Building technical capability across the mining value chain
Innovators

Mining/Geology

Mine by drilling 8m
diameter steerable
holes

1o Processing
Modular mill that
offers a step change in
power consumption
Modular process
plants

2o Processing

Hydrogen reduction to
eliminate
electrowinning

Energy

Work in progress as a
store for variable
renewables

Store & transport H2 at
atmospheric pressure
using Hydrilite

Coarse and Fine
particle recovery

EPC approaches to
modular architectures

Proof of concept for
use of FastGrade tool
in underground

Remote monitoring of
TSF

Eliminate neutralisation
by leaching copper &
ammonium chloride

An ultra efficient
ceramic engine (runs
on diesel & hydrogen)

Use existing datasets
to identify continent
scale faults

Replace electrowinning
with low cost
electrodialysis

A lighting tower that
runs on hydrogen

Scalable simulation
model platform for
large/complex operations

Electrowinning in
chloride to significantly
reduce power cost

Software platform
integrating simulation
tools into 1 solution

Leach copper and gold
with ferric chloride to
reduce costs
Eliminate oxygen plant
by leaching copper
with bacteria

Project Design
and Delivery
Modular renewables

Operations
A long range H2 drone
that can be used for
remote inspections

Logistics
Decarbonise
Concentrate Haulage
(Electric Trucks)

Customised biomining

Acid mine drainage
metals recovery

Eliminate acid
neutralisation by
leaching copper and
gold with glycine

Eliminate acid
neutralisation through
roast and water leach

Electrokinetic in situ
leaching

Use roaster waste heat
to generate low cost
hydrogen

Continuous
mechanical cutting to
replace drill and blast

Mine simulator allowing
for the construction of a
complete mine sim

Waste

Inform design decisions
and optimise the use of
technology
Mathematical
computing software

Key (experiment status):
Completed
Ongoing

Concepts of Operations
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2
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Re-thinking how project
studies are undertaken

Test crowd based
methodologies

Access global
ecosystems and
capability
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1
Curated Crowd develop
multiple ConOps and prioritise
value drivers and geological
domains that impact economics

Simulate ConOps using the
Integrated Extraction Simulator
and evolve the digital twin in real
time and develop a repeatable
method

Build a Resource Digital Twin
by scanning core to grow the
data model exponentially* and
develop a repeatable method

2
*1 meter of core = Approx 400 million data points

Generate schedules, valuations and
risks for prioritised ConOps using
Stakeholder Value Creation Metrics
in addition to traditional NPV

Launch challenges to both open
and curated crowd to identify a
pipeline of new technologies and
approaches to risks
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Getting involved

We are testing sets of capabilities
that may be employed to achieve
a modern mine
We are looking to attract
innovators who are interested in
working this way
Register your interest at
ThinkActDifferently.com.au

